Realms Con 2019 Events & Panels Descriptions
Panel
3-D Printing 101 with Intrepid Productions
Anime Dating Game with HAVOC
Anime Family Feud By: Multiverse Odyssey
Applying Prosthetics with Sergio Guerra
Artist's Portfolio Review/Conference with Stephanie Chateau

Description
The art of 3-D printing for the beginner
Just you choosing anime figures and matching them up with the best/worst choices for their character. It would be one anime character asking dating
questions of three other hidden anime characters to choose their best match. That's how the old Dating Game worked.
Create a family of friends and compete against the Multiverse Odyssey Family to guess the most popular answers to anime related survey questions.
Be the one to bring honor to your nakama.
How to make it look good without losing an arm! Blood, guts, and gashes! OH MY!
Let's plan a 2020 Art Show together! Are you an artist looking to get more eyes on your work and sell more of your work? Do you feel limited in your
space or exposure by having to stay sitting at your Artist Alley table all weekend at shows? Stephanie Chateau and Heather Scott are looking to expand
Realms Con's event offerings in 2020 by directing an interactive Art Gallery for both 2D and 3D art. If you would like to get into this show, please bring
your work and ideas to this special work shop and let's get planning artists!

Attitude Era of Anime By: DJs Sephi Hakubi and Gilbert Carrizales

Most of today’s fans consist of otakus who grew up in the Golden Age of Anime in America when tapes were traded, laserdiscs were ordered from
Japan, and the content was ultraviolent, ultrasexy, and ultraexpensive with only 2 episodes per $100 volume (subtitles not included). Around the time
we could get our anime from a place called Suncoast or require DSL to see unreleased fansubs from Japan and the biggest anime cons that you can
think of today were more humble and intimate back then, when there was no such thing as “cos-famous”, friends used message boards to arrange
meetups, and “Cosplay Is Not Consent” was not something that had to be said, it was already common sense. Sephi and Ame Hakubi spend an hour
talking about what it’s like being a Generation Y anime fan and shares some relics from the past to bring back the nostalgia.

Basics of DND Role Playing By: DARK TIDE COMICS
Blade Forge w/Chris Farrell
Blade Smithing w/Chris Farrell

Learn the basics of playing Dungeons and Dragons
Watch a live blade forge as it takes place.
Discussion and Q&A about blade smithing

Brittney Karbowski, Austin Tindle, Alexis Tipton Discuss the Voice Acting Industry

So you want to get into voice acting? What is the industry looking for? How to train your voice? How to set yourself apart from all the others.

Brittney Karbowski, Austin Tindle, Alexis Tipton Voice Actors Unite Q&A
Carmen's World Tour - Next Stop! Realms Con!
Character Bulilding/Manga Drawing Work Shop with Stephanie Chateau

Hang with your favorite voice actors. Ask them about your favorite character, how did they get started in the business, and do they have any tips for
anyone interested in joining the industry.
Try to catch Carmen by solving clues in this interactive scavenger hunt and geo-caching ARG (Alternate Reality Game) by playing on Instagram
@CarmenStephiegoworldtour and at Realms Con to win prizes (and uncover hidden truths?)
A work shop that focuses on character building and drawing exercises to help create or refine your story characters to convey what you want and
connect with your readers.

Closing Ceremonies hosted by Multiverse Odyssey

After a fun filled weekend, come help us end it with a bang! Where our host’s Multiverse Odyssey do our convention round up on all the fun we had
this weekend, as well as, a Q&A with Multiverse Odyssey where they ask you what you liked about this year's convention and what you would like to
see at next year's convention. Also, come see if our heroes are able to make enough money or come up with a good enough plan to keep their homes
or will Tom Nook kick everyone out and make them homeless.....find out at closing ceremonies!!!

Cosplay Contest

To be or not to be... In the cosplay contest? That is the question! Whether you are strutting your stuff on stage or in the crowd cheering on your friends
and fellow con goers, join us for the 2019 Realms Con Cosplay Contest hosted by Breakdancing Kakashi!

Cosplay Modeling By: Marla Tribbett

To empower more fans to feel comfortable cosplaying and also taking the firsts steps into getting into cosplay modeling. Cosplay is for everyone!!

Crafting with Sea Winds By: Shire of Sea Winds

Danganronpa V3 Q&A By: Emili Bustillos

DIY Publishing (How To Be An Independent Author) By: H. Gorlitz Scott
DJ Qualls & Ty Olson Talk Supernatural, The Man In the High Castle & More
Electronic Dance HOSTED BY: DJ'S Sebris and Sephi Hakubi
Electronic Dance HOSTED BY: Gilbert Carrizales and Nimbuz
Full Special FX Workshop w/Sergio Guerra
Gambling with Kakegurui with Mara McGuire
How I Became My Own Superhero By William Swallow
Intrepid Jeopardy
Intrepid Laser Etching 101
James O'Barr Q&A
Kira Kira Entertainment Dance Performance
Learn Live Electronic Music with Gilbert Carrizales
Living and Working In Japan By Raj Ramayya
Maid Cafe w/Kira Kira Entertainment
Meme Bingo with Actually AlyKay
My Hero Academia Q&A with Codie McCartney
NERDY TRIVIA FUN WITH HAVOC
Now and Zen With Actually AlyKay

Opening Ceremonies Hosted By Multiverse Odyssey
Prop Making And Customizing with HAVOC
Raj Ramayya Favorite Anime Songs Musical Performance!
Raj Ramayya Songwriting Workshop
Return of Black Butler
Sewing Costumes 101 w/Singer
Small Youtubers United with Stupid Stick
Sonic Boom Musical Performance and Autograph
Special Effects Workshop with Sergio Guerra
Steampunk 101 with HAVOC 18+
The Crow Movie Screening 17+
The Vixens Dance Performance
This House of Waifu
Trivia with Intrepid Productions
Unconventional Disney Art: Disney Edition By: Actually AlyKay
Virtural Reality Development with Hebi Studios
Voltron VS Prince Lotor PG 12
Werewolf Game w/HAVOC
Whose Line is it Anime? with Multiverse Odyssey

Come learn more about the SCA by talking with our members one-on-one. Learn a craft such as chainmail and leatherworking from some of our
artisans. And try on clothing and armor of the Middle Ages.
Hi Realmscon! I am here back again with another Danganronpa Panel. This year I would like to do a panel with the latest Danganronpa game, V3. Here
is what the panel would consist of-Cosplayers from the game Danganronpa V3 and answering questions as the characters. The audience will have the
chance to ask questions directly to the V3 cast of characters and get in character responses from the cosplayers. Half way through the panel, we will
do a small mini game called Hangman's Gambit that is essentially the Danganronpa Version of Hangman. Afterward, we would take more questions
before ending the panel with a possible game of "Who is most likely to" where we, the panelists, ask an audiance member who they think is most likely
to do the given thing.
I will talk about my experiences in publishing an award-winning novel and all of the help that I received in the process; including support groups, printon-demand services, library catalogs, and contests. This discussion will end in an open Q/A session.
Join two friends talk about their "Supernatural" and "The Man In the High Castle" treks and many other cinemic experiences.
Enjoy an incredible lineup of amazing DJs and live performers on both nights playing a wide array of dance music like Hardcore, Trance, House, and
even your favorite J & K-pop remixes.
Enjoy an incredible lineup of amazing DJs and live performers on both nights playing a wide array of dance music like Hardcore, Trance, House, and
even your favorite J & K-pop remixes.
Demonstration on an unlucky, I mean lucky attendee of makeup application for special FX
After hours of school gambling is prominent amongst the students. We will be playing games from the show but won't actually be gambling. While in
character, playing games from the show and answering questions.
An introduction to fire arts, flow state and how I became a renegade dragon, brought to you by the chaos performing William Swallow.
Quiz competition in which attendees are presented with nerdy knowledge clues in the form of answers, and must phrase their responses in the form of
questions.
The art of laser etching for the beginner.
Participate in a discussion with James O'Barr, the creator of The Crow, regarding the epic character that birthed the movie.
Watch Kira Kira perform to your favorite anime music
A panel for fellow musicians & music producers alike. This panel will show said individuals how to perform their own music live so perhaps one day
they too can make their way into the music scene. I will showcase a very short music template in which con goers can walk in & play on a keyboard
with pre-made music so they can get a feel for a live performance experience.
Ettiquette 101 for living and working in Japan
Enjoy Realms Con's Witch Themed Maid Cafe Hosted By Kira Kira Entertainment. Maids and butlers decked out in their spookiest attire will treat you
like guests at a haunted mansion party with themed sweets, treats, and shows! Special Sunday Vampire Brunch will be a lavish affair with a three
course menu and specialty mocktails. Dress in your best and come lounge away your morning.
Feeling lucky? Come on in and share the joy of memes with us and win some prizes! Show us your meme knowledge! Who knows? You may be
crowned a meme lord by the end of it!
Do you like My Hero Acadamia? Ask the characters questions. Play games, wins prizes, and have so much fun.
Team trivia game. 4 rounds of 5 questions each. Categories and subjects are nerdy in the best way. Different genres of TV shows, anime, movies,
games, and comics.
Partied too hard at the con? Do you need some quiet time? Join us for the first Realms Con Now and Zen with Actually AlyKay! Come in for a nice
refreshing relaxation session! Need to be up at a certain time? We can help with that too, think of us as your personal alarm clock! Drop on in and relax
with your fellow con friends!
Come and celebrate the opening of the convention where we introduce the special guests of Realms Con and the many activities that the convention
has to offer as we kick off the convention with a bang. Also, come see what type of nonsense Multiverse Odyssey has planned for Realms Con this
year!
Do you want to know how to make your own props for cosplay? Learn different tools and materials that can be used. Discover tips and tricks to
customize props you have and design them to fit your costume.
Hear Raj sing some of your favorite anime tunes! If he sounds familiar, it's because he wrote and sang some of the original theme songs to your
favorite animes.
Come join Raj Ramayya in a song writing panel before his musical performance. He will talk about the components of song writing and answer any
questions about the process, so come bring your journals and pencils!
This is a group that cosplays as the character and does skits and a Q & A
Best stiche practices when sewing your cosplay
Youtube 101. Let us share our youtube experiences. Hear our advice for people wanting to start a channel! Tips about filming videos, editing, ect. A
great chance to offer guidance and the do's and don'ts to help out future youtubers!
RGV'S #1 TV, Movie, and Video Game Tribute band will rock your world! They will be selling their merchandize too!
Learn how to lose an arm and a leg without losging your wallet. Live special effects demonstration.
This is a panel dedicated to helping those who are interested in learning about the wonderful worlds of steam and aether. This panel will help cover the
basics of Steampunk, including sub-generes and story basics.
The Crow movie screening
Cosplay dancing performers with a wide variety of dance backgrounds from fire poi to swing dancing.
Do you have a confession you want to make about a waifu or husbando? Do you need to explain why you have so many different waifus? Have you
been waiting for a chance to tell your real life husbando about your favorite full-time 2D boy? Is there something you got to get off your chest? A roast
or otherwise? Join WHEREDAWAIFU on a journey through waifu and husbando appreciation. #wheredawaifu
Do you know the answer to anything nerdy (comics, anime, steampunk, horror)
Come test your artistic skills with some unconventional art challenges! No prior art talents or Disney knowledge required! Just come in and be creative
with us! There will be prizes and fun! Maybe even some blindfolds ;)
Discussion on how to develop a video game in "virtual reality"
Q&A based on what we think the characters are like/would be like if they were real. We will answer questions that we deem appropriate. Will play
games to play include: Guess The Song, Charades, Hot Potato, Get Down Mr. President and more. We will also be handing out raffle tickets at the
beginning of the panel and hand out prizes to the ones chosen.
Are you beast or are you prey? Come join HAVOC in a game of Werewolf and see if you can save the day.
Hey con goers, welcome to the normally variety show held by Multiverse Odyssey....However, this year "we doing things a little bit different." We are
doing Whose Line Is It Anime". Now of course, if you know us, you know we can't do it with out you. So come, be a part of the show. Let's see what
zany and outrageous scenes and improv games happen this year. Did we mention you could possibly win some prizes?

